
Fitting The Rock And Roll Bed  

Initially you may think fitting a rock and roll beds seems a little daunting especially one that is crash 

tested. However the fittings kits are very basic, they have 2 pre drilled plates and 5 bolts. There are 

matching hole positions in the frame work of the bed, so the only thing you need to be sure on is 

there are no obstacles on the chassis under the van.  

For our layout we want the bed close the nearside of the vehicle and as far back as possible. We 

positioned the bed seat loose inside the vehicle tried to in the open and closed position allows for 

the thickness of the mattress to make sure nothing will snag or catch when opening and closing the 

bed.  

Once happy with the position we took a few rough measurements and looked under the chassis, the 

only obstacle we could see in the way was the plastic coating designed to house the spare wheel. 

We dropped the spare wheel bracket and removed the spare wheel; we measured again and felt 

confident it would be a straight forward job.  

To make sure the bed was square we firstly found a centre point of the space we wanted it to fit in 

and drew a centre line on some masking tape. There are 3 holes in the rear mounting plate, we got 

the bed into position, marked the centre hole on the centre line, moved the bed and drilled a pilot 

hole. Looking under the chassis we held up the plate. We lined up the centre hole and made sure 

there were no obstacles.  

 

 

Now we had agreed our final position, we enlarged the pilot hole with the correct size drill bit for the 

bolt to go through, put the bed back into position and dropped the first bolt through the rear centre 

bolt position. The bed could now swivel on this bolt; using the centre line we drew earlier we 

pivoted the bed on the centre bolt and made sure it was square against the centre line, once happy 

we marked the other 2 rear bolts. Before marking the front bolts we took a measurement inside the 

van against a measurement under the chassis to make sure there were no obstacles, we were happy 

there would be no issues so marked the front 2 bolt positions accordingly. We then piloted all 4 new 

holes and then drilled the larger holes to take the bolts.  



 

We found rear plate did have a bit of plastic trim in the way which we had to cut away, we simply 

offered the plate into position, drew round it and cut away the plastic using an angle grinder, this 

allows the plate to secure the chassis of the van and give a secure fit.  

 

Finally we put the bed back into position, dropped all 5 bolts through, held the plates in position and 

secured by tightening all 5 nuts.  

 


